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IT IS indeed a great pleasure
to present to our public this exhibition of paintings by
Mr. Elliot Orr, one of the younger contemporaries.
Mr. Orr is not by any means unknown in the art
world for his work has been shown in many of the
important annual exhibitions here, and elsewhere in
the country, and he is represented in the permanent
collection of the Brooklyn Museum, and in the Phillips
Memorial Gallery, Washington, D. C.

In his work this artist might be termed a mystic,
somewhat as Albert Ryder and Homer Martin, with
whom he has a strong artistic kinship, were mystics.
He is very imaginative, and seems to be a lone citizen
in a world that is all his own, created out of his

r rpotiopnatl, ejug..He is possessed of a sort of melan-

h " : ha sot of CGWl4 yeaenig4, fo. the l'irress thar
Soft- timtns- hroadseven thle nosi 'familha; -thigs -met

with in th fla4ly rqund.:; Ie sees -Nature through the
soul and n't throig ti -yh*yicat eye alone, nor yet
through the intellect. His whole being reacts to what-
ever he* eI(hs '"t, Jaint oit 'in any vulgar outburst

of passioin, odr raudous c61ois,.jtof ih any deliberate
attempt to show "contact with life," not with any idea

of propagandising this or that faction of human

society, not to articulate a grudge against the powers

that be, nor to uphold the claims of the powers that

would be. He is at peace with his subject,-an eerie

night at sea, a page from Cervantes, abandoned houses,
factories in ruins, Tenth Avenue, or pastoral quietude.
His color, and he loves blue, is low in tone, soft and
beguiling, yet there is a virile force beneath his ten-

derness and Celtic brooding, and by indirection he
makes us aware of people who have had cruel as well
as pleasant experiences with life.

Mr. Malcolm Vaughan, writing some years ago on

the work of this young artist, said: "Examine the
craftsmanship in the paintings of Elliot Orr and you
will discover how deeply his imaginative vision is
affected, nay, actually characterized by the quality of
his skill. Its rugged character springs from the broad
spontaneity of his drawing; its warmth derives from
the sensuous enrichment of his coloring, tone heaped on
tone; its clarity issues from the brevity of his designs;
and in the sharp isolation of his forms, one from the
other, resides the secret of his dramatic quality."

Elliot Orr was born in Flushing, New York, in 1904.

He studied under Hawthorne, and Luks. In 1930
he was awarded the Joseph Lewis Weyrich Memorial
Prize at the Baltimore Museum. A number of his
pictures are in well known private collections.
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